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CALLING ALL FRIENDS OF THE
DEPARTMENT! HISTORY DAY HEADED TO
HELP WANTED
The Department of History
and Anthropology will host
one of three regional NJ
History Day competitions
on Saturday, February 27,
2016 and we need your
help! Students, faculty,
alumni, and friends can all
assist in a variety of ways,
to include judging and
assisting with logistics.
Volunteering will look great
on those resumes, students!
Never heard of the National History Day program? It “is a year-long
education program that
culminates in a national
contest
ever y
June...Students (grades 612) produce dramatic
performances, imaginative
exhibits, multimedia documentaries, and research

ERIK

LARSON

Professor Campbell has
orchestrated a visit to MU
by celebrated author Erik
Larson, scheduled for
March 28, 2016.
According to the author’s
biography, “Erik Larson is
the author of five New York
Times bestsellers, most
recently Dead Wake: The
Last Crossing of the Lusitania, which hit #1 on the

papers based on research
related to an annual
theme. These projects are
then evaluated at local,
state, and national competitions.”
History Day has been possible in New Jersey for
over thirty years because
of the support of the history community in our
state. Tens of thousands
of students have participated and have become
supporters of historic
sites, historians, park
rangers, and knowledgeable citizens. Numerous
colleges and universities
in NJ have hosted competitions in the past. For
example, Rutgers University, Kean University,
Princeton University, and
William Paterson Univer-

SLATED
Times list
launch.”

FOR

soon

after

Mr. Larson’s talk will focus
on Dead Wake and the
implications of the sinking
of the Lusitania by German
torpedoes in May 1915.
Stay tuned to your MU
email or our social media
for additional details about
the event.
You can read more about

MU;

sity all participated in
2015. 2016 will mark the
first time a competition
will be held at MU. It’s a
unique opportunity to
bring hundreds of highly
motivated young scholars
to our beautiful campus,
and we can’t do it without
you!
See
http://
nj.nhd.org/ for more information, including how to
register. Alternately, you
can contact Professor
Melissa Ziobro with any
questions,
mziobro@monmouth.edu.

MARCH

28TH

Mr. Larson and his body of
work at:
http://eriklarsonbooks.com/

THE

WORKS

IN

PROGRESS

The Works in Progress seminar series, organized by
Professor Hettie Williams,
provides a forum for both
full and part time faculty in
the Department of History
and Anthropology to present
their research in progress
and teaching pedagogy to
the campus community. The
mission of this seminar is to
foster awareness about the
research interests among
faculty within the Department, improve communication about areas of teaching
and scholarship, facilitate
collegiality across disciplines, and encourage collaborative research opportunities. Presentations generally take place one Wednes-
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day per month from 1:152:15 in HH 342. In the Fall
of 2015, we enjoyed the
following presentations:
Dr. Richard Veit, RPA, Chair,
Department of History and
Anthropology
Title: "Remembering the Raj:
Kolkata India's South Park
Street Cemetery, Creating
and Commemorating AngloIndia Society"
Presenter: Dr. Ken Campbell
Title: "History in the College
Classroom: Thoughts on
Pedagogy"
Presenter: Dr. Brian Greenberg
Title: "'The Great Railroad
Strike and American Excep-

SCHOLARSHIP;

tionalism"
Presenter: Dr. Chris Derosa
Title: “The Army of the Reconstruction: What was It
Doing All Day?”
We hope to see you at our
upcoming talks! Our Spring
lineup currently includes the
following:
Presenter: Dr. Corey Dzenko
Title: "Going to 'Real' America: Nikki S. Lee's The Ohio
Project (1999)"
Presenter: Prof. Melissa
Ziobro
Title: “Mining for Memories:
Oral History and Historic Site
Interpretation at Battery

PEDAGOGY

Lewis”
Presenter: Dr. Katherine
Parkin
Title: “’The Angels Called
Them:’ Infant Loss and
Commemoration in Early
20th-Century Indiana”
Presenter: Prof. Brooke
Nappi
Title: Teaching the Anthropology of Sex/Gender in the
College Classroom”
See additional details at:
http://www.monmouth.edu/
school-of-humanities-socialsciences/WiP-SeminarSeries.aspx

The Department hosted its 2nd annual Fall Welcome on Friday, September 25 from 4-6pm at the Magill Commons Club. All History and Anthropology majors, History, Anthropology, Geography, Archaeology, and GIS minors , and even students just considering exploring a major
or minor in the Department were welcome to attend. Students received complimentary t-shirts, food, and the chance to win a few small
prizes. Thanks to Dr. Bludau and our office coordinator Cindy Bell for taking the lead in planning this very well-received event!
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By Sabrina Madjeski,
Graduate History Student
The History and Anthropology Club hosted several
meetings and events during the Fall 2015 semester. The first meeting,
called “Pizza and Planning” was held on September 16th. Several other
informal planning sessions
were held throughout the
semester.
Key events included a
“Bring Your Own Artifact”
meeting on September
30th. Several people did
bring artifacts, to include
(but not limited to) a Civil
War bullet, WWI ordnance
and a helmet, and many
items from WWII. This
event was much enjoyed
by club members.
Other activities included
visiting medieval manuscripts at the MU Library, a
Ghost Walk in Asbury Park,
Game of Thrones viewing,
participation in THE BIG
EVENT, and, for the third

ANTHROPOLOGY
year, collecting leftover
Halloween candy for a
local non-profit (American
Recreational Military Services – A.R.M.S). The Club,
and its partner in this
event, the Student Veterans Association, collected
507 lbs of candy for deployed service personnel
this year.
The last regularly scheduled meeting of the semester was held on December 9th. Faculty adviser Professor Ziobro set
up “blind dates” for club
members. These were not
your typical blind dates,
however. Professor Ziobro
wrapped a bunch of books
for club members and
each club member was
able to pick out a random
book. Here’s where it gets
interesting: the book could
not be unwrapped until
after finals were over. The
idea was to read something new just for fun over
break.

Dr. Veit and History and Anthropology Club President Taylor Cavanaugh enjoy the unseasonably warm temperatures
as the Club hosts a stone tool making workshop on the
Great Lawn in December.

CLUB

2015

NEWS

The culmination of the
semester was a stone tool
making workshop taught
by renowned flintknapper
Jack Cresson. A “Beyond
the Classroom” grant from
the Office of Student Activities helped to fund this
event, together with
money raised from last
year’s t-shirt drive. The
workshop was therefor
free for all students. We
couldn’t have done this
without the generous support of Student Activities
and our friends.

History and Anthropology Club
Vice-President Mary Nielsen and
Treasurer Tedi Pascarella pause
for a photo at the Involvement
Fair in September.

The History and Anthropology Club had a wonderful
semester. Going forward,
most meetings should
continue to be on Wednesdays at 2:45pm (the University-designated time for
all Club meetings). A bus
trip is also in the works,
thanks to help from a generous alumni benefactor—
stay tuned for more details!
Kayla Kraft, Taylor Cavanaugh,
and Sabrina Madjeski at the stone
tools workshop.

Club members explore history at a “Bring Your Own Artifact” event in
September.

THE

TURKEY

SWAMP:

By Stephanie Codling,
Anthropology Graduate
Student
There is a place that almost appears as if untouched by time. It is a
place where one can walk
and not even realize that
just below their feet history has been preserved
and awaits rediscovery.
These places of mystery
can be found just about
anywhere. They include
areas of woods, valleys,
mountainous terrain, and
bodies of water. All of
these places where our
prehistory has remained
hidden and untouched by
humans can be found in
parks. One such park,
Turkey Swamp, holds a
treasure trove of prehistoric artifacts still waiting
to be discovered. Turkey
Swamp Park is located in
Freehold, of Monmouth
County, New Jersey. It is
on the northern edge of
New Jersey’s Pine Barrens
and falls under the jurisdiction of the Monmouth
County Park System.
For this year’s field school,
Monmouth University was
invited to come back to
Turkey Swamp to perform
archaeological fieldwork
for the Monmouth County
Parks and to re-investigate
the archaeological work
that had been previously
done by Professor Cavallo
of Monmouth University
from the mid-to-late 70s.
Monmouth’s current field
school came to re-examine
the original site that Pro-
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fessor Cavallo had excavated and to locate any
potential new prehistoric
sites. While here, we the
students were also asked
by the Monmouth County
Park System to investigate
an area for a new camping
section of the park and to
see if any prehistoric sites
would be impacted by this
expansion.
This year’s summer field
school was probably one
of the most labor intensive
of all the field schools,
according to Dr. Veit and
Sean McHugh, who co-ran
the field school together.
This summer’s field school
was a mixture of “repeat
offenders” (students who
have taken or worked on
the field schools before),
volunteers from the ASNJ
(Archaeological Society of
New Jersey), and new students taking the school for
credit. It gave students an
idea of what public archaeology, Cultural Resource Management, is
really like. The students
travelled and worked
through tick and bramble
infested woods to get to
the sites where they would
be digging and possibly
locating any other prehistoric sites.
Students
also worked through some
interesting weather patterns at the Park. However, we persevered and
survived through the torrential rain and the aftermath of the rain.
(continued, page 5)

“There is a place that almost appears as if untouched by time.”
Here you see the baseline set up in area 1 in anticipation of the
first day of the field school. Photo by Professor McHugh.

Dr. Veit surveying the original Turkey Swamp site. Photo by Professor McHugh.
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As a repeat offender for
the field schools, I was
able to lend some helpful
tips to the students who
were new to this kind of
work, also letting them
know what would be asked
of them. Those brave students who worked and
survived the field school
came out of it having a
better understanding of
what archaeological fieldwork is all about and about
New Jersey’s pre-historic
past.
There were two main areas
that we excavated at Turkey Swamp. The first was
in the original Cavallo site
location and the other was
in a whole new area by the
soccer fields of the Park. A
majority of the students
went with Sean McHugh to
the soccer fields’ site;
while Dr. Veit took two
groups back into Cavallo’s
original site and excavated
two other units.
While working at the two

SWAMP,

locations within Turkey
Swamp, the students discovered long-forgotten
artifacts and features that
will provide future historians, archaeologists, and
any person who wishes to
have one, a better understanding of the people
who lived in this area before European contact.
The main type of feature
that was excavated by the
students were fire pits.
Artifacts that the students
encountered during the
field school were mostly
stone flakes, which are
made from knapping or
hitting a specific type of
rock with something that
is harder or denser and
trying to form a point from
another piece of rock. We
also found projectile
points, more colloquially
known as arrow heads.
We even found pieces of
pottery, which was a big
surprise because we were
not expecting to find any
at all!

MU students excavating a shovel test pit. Photo by Professor
McHugh.

2015

CONTINUED

Having worked with the
artifacts and the reports
since the completion of
the field school, I can say
that it was a total success! We were able to
gather more information
about the original site
that was dug back during
Cavallo’s tenure, and we
were also able to find
another new prehistoric
site, which will require
additional work.

were once occupied, so
many, many years ago.
Something else that I have
noticed from this year’s
and past field schools is
that a special type of comradery develops between
the students, volunteers,
and the teachers who work
side by side digging in the
dirt. This aspect of the
field schools I find to be of
great importance because
it allows the students who
are new to the program a
chance to get to know their
professors and fellow students.

Even though this field
school proved to be one
of the most physically
trying of all the field
schools I have participated in, it
also proved to
be one of the
most gratifying because
students and
professors
were able to
work together
to find sites
that had not
been
seen
Atlatl weight fragment and two argillite
since
they
bifaces. Photo by Professor McHugh.

Casey Hanna displays one of the many artifacts she found.
Photo by Professor McHugh.

THE
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Top Left: Students in Drs. Veit and DeRosa’s First Year Seminar classes visited New York City this semester, stopping at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art and the September 11th Memorial Museum.
Top Right: Some members of the full-time faculty pause for a photo at their
Fall 2015 retreat at the Guggenheim Library.
Left: Dr. Campbell's Honors Cluster 1 class enjoys an end of semester lunch.
The theme of their cluster was personal identity and the development of
the individual. Thanks to the Honors School for this photo!
Bottom: WWII veteran Paul Frisco (second from left, bottom row) visited
Professor Suzanne Moore’s Business and Economic Development of the U.S.
class this semester to discuss life in the U.S. during the Great Depression.
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Students in AN306:Food and Culture visit Sabor Do Brasil for a class
lunch with Dr. Bludau.
Professor Daniel Moran (left) brought author Robert Zorn
(MU cap) to campus this November. Zorn is the author of
Cemetery John: The Undiscovered Mastermind of the Lindbergh Kidnapping.

The MU contingent to the 2015 Council for Northeast Historical
Archaeology (CNEHA) included Tabitha Hilliard, Lauren Lembo, Matthew Craig, Mike Gall, and Dr. Richard Veit (pictured here). Matthew, Stephanie Codling (not pictured), and Dr. Veit presented a
paper titled, “’Under the Yellow Flag’: Results of a Preliminary Archaeological Survey at the Philadelphia Lazaretto.” Tabitha, Lauren,
and Mike also presented papers.

Pictured here is the Department delegation to the NJ Historical
Commission’s Fall 2015 NJ Forum, including Dr. Veit (a member
of the Commission), Dr. Greason (a speaker), and Professor Ziobro (editor of the Commission's journal, NJ Studies). Also shown
are some of Dr. Greasons’s current students, and the following
alumni: Michael Moran, there representing the Middlesex County
Cultural and Heritage Commission, Cristen Piatnochka, there with
the NJ Historical Commission, and Brooke Ashley Lynn Salvanto,
there representing the Tuckerton Seaport and Baymen's Museum. Go Hawks!

THE
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Students from Professor Nappi’s Magic, Witchcraft, and
Religion courses, along with members of the History and
Anthropology Club, braved a Ghost Walk of Asbury Park
this October. The tour was provided by Paranormal Books
and Curiosities, owned by our own MA student Kathy
Kelly. One of two tour groups is pictured here.

2015

SCRAPBOOK

Professor Ziobro’s Oral History students pose with homemade American flags
created by WWII veteran Stanley Rzempoluch. The students received the flags
to commemorate the completion of their work transcribing and summarizing
veterans’ oral histories for the National Guard Militia Museum of NJ and Library of Congress Veterans History Project.

Undergraduate student Jesse Nokes participated in a
reenactment of the Battle of Cedar Creek in Virginia this
October.

Got news? We’d love to hear from you! Send your
activities, updates, and pictures to the Department's Sextant /Social Media Editor at
mziobro@monmouth.edu

Our Oral History students visited Brookdale Community College’s Center for
Holocaust, Human Rights, and Genocide Education this October. Here, two
students ponder a panel asking, “How could humanity be so evil?” In November, the class also visited the Vietnam Era Memorial and Education Center in
Holdmel to discuss how public history sites incorporate oral history.
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By Bill Stech, ‘06
Aspiring History Teachers,
My name is Bill Stech, and
I wrapped up my education with Monmouth in the
Fall of 2006 after completing student teaching at
Deptford High School in
South Jersey.
I enjoyed an excellent
education at Monmouth,
where I had many options
as far as the field of History is concerned- Anthropology with Dr. Veit, American Military History with
Professor DeRosa, everything I could take with Dr.
Stunkel. Their in-depth
knowledge and professional critique of my analysis and writing helped
prepare me for a career in
the field.
After an admittedly tough
student teaching experience (not all host teachers
are created equal, FYI,
though I didn't miss a single day while there), I
thought it would be relatively easy to find a high
school teaching position. I
had always wanted to
teach high school, and
didn't pay much mind to
any openings I saw with
middle school positions. I
went to job fairs and sent
resumes all over, and did
not receive as much as a
phone call. Mainland High
School was the only one to
make contact, but that
was only an automated
card they'd send out to all
applicants, thanking me
for my interest in the position.

ADVICE

I was working at what had
been my Summer job, in
Somers Point, NJ at Circle
Liquor Store. It was fun,
after student teaching, to
go back to not having
nearly as much responsibility, but after the Christmas/New Years rush, the
hours dried up, and I began to drift.
It wasn't until I realized
that Circle Liquor Store
does not look good on a
teaching resume that I put
in to start substituting in
my home town of Pitman,
NJ. While living in Gloucester County again, I figured
I’d try to get as much work
as possible and also began subbing in Washington Twp, NJ. It seems like
common sense looking
back on it now, but putting
as many irons into the fire
is the best way to get noticed and beef up your
resume. Just having Junior
Practicum and Student
Teaching didn't get me a
job for months and
months after finishing
college, so I should have
realized earlier on that
something was missing.
Subbing was steady, especially in Pitman, and I got
to spend time with the
teachers that inspired me
when I was a student,
specifically Ed Holloway
and Mary Ann Lovelace. I
also started to get interviews, and thus, the experience that comes with
interviews.
At the end of April 2008
(yes, it took that long) I
was called in for an inter-

TO

2015

ASPIRING

view with Bridgeton Public
Schools about a Middle
School opening. I always
wanted to teach high
school but after all of this
time, who was I to be
picky? I knew very little of
the town, but they apparently needed someone
right away, and I got a call
two days later offering me
the job. I said I could start
as soon as I finished the
long-term subbing that I
had committed to in Pitman, and May 12th I began teaching 6th, 7th, and
8th grade in a school and
a town I knew next-tonothing about. Also, there
were only six weeks until
Summer.
Those six weeks were trial
by fire, but at least when I
returned for the beginning
of the 2008 - 2009 school
year, I had a pretty good
idea of what to expect. But
the following two years at
Indian Avenue School
were tough, very tough. On
the one hand, my personal
life was great. In 2008
alone I got engaged and
the Phillies won the World
Series, but at the school I
saw constant madness.
There was no switch time
between classes, middle
school students had cubbies, and they lined up
and traveled together as a
single class, just like in
elementary school. It was
very foreign to me. There
were plenty of strong, committed students but I was
still acclimating myself to
the student population.
That's what you need to
do, by the way. We can be

TEACHERS
arrogant, and think they
need to get to know us.
But middle school kids are
so self-absorbed, that if
you don't make the effort
to get to know them, they
may tune you out. I spent
many long drives home
punching my steering
wheel at how frustrated I
was at the school. Rather
than being excited about
certain lessons, I'd feel a
sense of dread that I'd let
the better students down
by being unable to control
the class effectively.
When our beloved governor cut funding in the
Spring of 2010, I was
among the many young
teachers to receive a RIF
letter (Reduction in Force).
I started applying to anywhere and everywhere;
Catholic schools, charter
schools, I even applied to
be a volunteer at the Constitution Center. But at the
11th hour I was saved. A
Social Studies opening
popped up in town at a
school I had heard of and I
was being offered the
opportunity to transfer, if I
wanted it. The only catch
is that the school operates
on a very different schedule.
The ExCEL Program in
Bridgeton, where I've been
employed since September of 2010, is part of the
public school district. I
point that out because
after hearing about the
school, the question I always get is, "Is it a charter
school?" ExCEL has 235
school days with the stu(continued, page 10)

THE

ALUM

OFFERS

dents each year, rather
than the typical 180.
School goes into mid-late
July. We have half days
(8:00 - 12:00) on Saturdays unless there is a
holiday weekend. The day
itself is an hour longer
than an average school.
Every student plays a
string instrument. My first
two years there we were in
a building that had only 6foot partitions rather than
walls, so you could hear
what was happening
throughout the school at
any given moment. In
2012 we were moved to a
former Catholic School
building that is about a
hundred years old, so
we're in a more traditional
classroom setting now. We
have four parent-teacher
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conferences a year. So, in
addition to the usual Back
to School Night, dances,
etc, we also have four night
conferences a year, as well
as two concerts. We burn
the midnight oil fairly often.
Oh, and we don't technically have a principal in the
building, just a "head
teacher." But believe me,
he does everything a principal does, and more. He's
an inspiration and is the
backbone of this program.
But he gets paid like a
teacher, not an administrator.
ExCEL has been a blessing
for my career. It made me
realize a lot of things, but
the thing I think is most
helpful to an aspiring
teacher would be that just

TEACHERS,

because you're not happy
right away, doesn't mean
you picked the wrong career. Sometimes you just
need the right fit. For me, it
ended up being a place
that's a 50 minute drive in a
downtrodden city rife with
gangs and poverty, at a
school that requires me to
be away from my family
more than I'd like. What
makes it so valuable, besides that I get to do what I
love (the only thing I've ever
really been good at), is the
last day of school with the
8th graders. I teach them
for three straight years. 6th
grade Geography, 7th grade
World History, and 8th
grade Civics. By the time
they need to move on to
high school, we've spent so
much time together. We

CONT’D

develop fantastic chemistry. On the last day of
school they're often in
tears, which is the most
flattering thing. I always
make sure to take my time
and write something personal and meaningful in
their yearbook. Remember: They might drive you
nuts when they're eleven,
twelve, whatever. But once
they realize they can not
only trust you, but learn
real things about humankind from you, it's a bond
that they appreciate for
quite some time. Being a
role model isn't a responsibility; it's a privilege.
Now work on that resume!

Alumni: If you haven’t
done so recently, please
take a moment to update
your information through
our Department webpage
at:
Bill Stech, pictured here in
London, wants
you to get out of
your comfort
zone!

http://
www.monmouth.edu/
school-of-humanitiessocial-sciences/AlumniShare-Your-News.aspx

We will never share your
contact information without your permission!
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By Samantha Citarella, BA
Summer ‘15; new history
graduate student
To my fellow history lovers,
If you are a history major,
I'm sure you have probably
been asked, "What are you
going to do with a degree
in history?" It is a common
question us history majors
get, and one that at times
can leave you questioning
yourself. At least I know it
did for me. In today's
world, it seems there is an
infinite selection when it
comes to choosing a career path. With such variety and opportunity available, the idea of deciding
what to be is often daunting. Add to that, taking the
right classes, keeping up
with course work, and
securing an internship to
gain experience, and at
times it begins to feel the
path that was once clear is
now out of sight. Though
the path may not always
be crystal clear, and has
certainly not been for me,
one thing has and that is
my love for studying history.
To answer the question of
what one can do with a
degree in history, here is
my response. A bachelor's
in history has provided me
with the opportunity to
secure positions in the
legal field, because of the
transferrable writing, reading, and critical thinking
skills I learned from my
undergraduate course-

2015

ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? RECENT
SHARES HER THOUGHTS
work. Such skills have
proved to be invaluable
and are ones that only a
history degree could have
provided me with. I have
had the opportunity to
work at a law firm in Manhattan, New York and at a
local law firm, where I
currently am employed as
a patent legal assistant.
Although my current job is
not aligned with history, it
allows me to put my skills
to use on a daily basis
while pursuing a Master’s
program in history parttime at Monmouth. Making the decision to continue my studies at Monmouth was an easy one for
me, because of the personalized education that is
offered. Further, I wanted
to fulfill a personal desire
to continue to learn from
the professors who have
already taught me so
much. By getting my Master's I feel I will not only
expand my historical horizons, but be better prepared to pursue my ultimate goal of becoming a
history professor.
You may be wondering at
this point what the purpose of me writing my life
story has been. Really, it is
to offer a little reassurance to anyone who may
feel that they are overwhelmed. Whether you are
writing your senior thesis,
just starting the history
program, or are panicking
about life (which hap-

pens), take a breath. It will
be okay. My advice to anyone who may feel overwhelmed and unsure
about their future is to
listen to your intuition. It
may sound cheesy, but the
time spent pursuing things
that are not done with
passion, is time wasted.
This could not be truer for
me as I found myself running through Manhattan to
pursue someone else's
dream. Very quickly I realized the only thing I was
running from was what I
truly wanted to do: study
history. With that being
said, don't be afraid to
have a vision for yourself
in the history field, even if
it may be different from
what others are doing. At
the end of the day, listen

GRADUATE

to yourself and make
things happen. Oh yeah,
and don't forget that you
are a student of an awesome subject. So, rock on!

Did you know?
Dr. Rhett directs our History
Graduate Program, while Dr.
Davidov directs our Anthropology Graduate Program.
They are happy to answer
any questions you might
have about continuing your
graduate studies at MU!
mrhett@monmouth.edu
vdavidov@monmouth.edu

Samantha poses with her good friend Abe at Gettysburg Battlefield.

THE
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SENIORS
The Department held its Fall
Senior Seminar on Friday,
December 4th from 1:006:00 in Turrell Board Room,
Bey Hall. Dean Womack
provided the opening remarks. The undergraduate
students noted below
worked on their research
papers all semester, under
the guidance of their faculty
mentors, Drs. Bludau,
Parkin, and Rhett.

ders in the Public Eye”

SHINE

Taylor Cavanaugh,
“Iconographic Change of Eighteenth Century Gravemarkers in
Shrewsbury, New Jersey”

AT

SEMINAR

Jamie Kotsines, “The One Percent”

Joey Diaz, “The Morning After”

Sari Krachman, “From Home to
Classroom: White Middle-Class
Women Becoming Teachers in
the 1950s”

Derek D’Orio, “The Premier
Leagues Elimination of its Most
Loyal Fans”

Daniel Lardaro, “Western Sahara’s Complicated Colonial
History”

Joseph Bamford, “An examination of immigration laws
over the 20th century”

Mollie Dunnigan, “Working
Women as Housewives in Popular Culture in the 1960s”

Matthew Magliocco, “The Tokyo
War Crimes Trials”

Katelyn Basile, “How Developing Vocabulary Has Shaped
Holocaust History”

Jamie Griffin, “The ragtag band
of wimps and washerwomen’
and ’round-eyes’ ‘: An Exploration of Gender Roles, Unrealistic
Expectations, and the Stigmatization of the Vietnam War
Nurses”

Ellen Brennan, “Gender Roles
in Nazi Germany and Communist Russia”
Allison Camardo, “The Vietnam Veterans’ Anti-War
Movement”
Gabriella Carnemolla, “The
Use of Technology in the
Lives of Children”
Katie Castle, “Eating Disor-

Katie Hodgdon, “Medieval Mistresses”
Brittany Hoops, “Celebrating
Christmakkah”
Allison Iorio, “Deadheads: The
Study of an Intergenerational
Subculture”

Our wonderful faculty mentors: Drs. Bludau, Rhett, and Parkin.

Stephanie Mamo, “A Closer Look
at the Culturally Responsive
Pedagogy”

Taryn O’Mara, “Distinguishing
Between International and
Domestic Terrorism the
United States”
Kristin Pasternak, “Japanese
Internment and the Fight for
Civil Rights”
Jonathan Seclow, “Pederasty
as Pedagogy”
Michelle Sperling, “1950s Cold
War Culture: A One - Way
Ticket to Domesticity”

Alexis Manzo, “A Cross-Cultural
Exploration of Protest Music”

Kim Valdez, “Exotic Foods: A
Cross-Cultural Comparison
between West Africa and the
United States Regarding Food
Choices”

Angela Marvulli, “Black Veterans
and The GI Bill of Rights”

Kristina Vangeli, “Organized
Crime”

Frank Mauro, “US Army Rangers’
Assault on Pointe du Hoc”

Hailey Velleca, “Exclusion to
Inclusion: The Untold Civil
Rights Movement”

Tyese S. Medford, “Is Marriage
for Black Women?“

Mark Yackulich, “The Eastern
Front”

Achau Nguyen, “Examining the
Culture of Poverty in Schools”

Jamie Griffin, Kristin Pasternak, Dr. Parkin, Allison Camardo,
and Mollie Dunnigan pause for a photo at the seminar.
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MASTER’S
Congratulations to the
following MA students who
defended their theses this
semester:
Holly Baldwin, “Place,
Preservation, and Piney
Power: Contextualizing
Heritage in the NJ Pine
Barrens.” Readers: Drs.
Davidov and Veit.

LET’S

GIVE

By Matthew McColligan,
Undergraduate Anthropology Major
Time really does fly by as
we get older. It is important to take time out each
day to appreciate things in
life that we do not often
pay attention to. One of
the many topics discussed
in Prof. Keri Sansevere’s
Heritage Management
course was folklife.
In this course, we learned
how folklife remains an
important cultural resource, albeit an aspect of
cultures that is given far
less attention in legislations in comparison to
other types of cultural
resources. In our Heritage
Management course, we
defined folklife as traditional or nonpopular practices, foods, knowledge,
skills, instruments, performing arts, rituals, festivities, and craftsmanship
that are orally transmitted
from generation to generation.
On Monday November 23,
2015, our Heritage Management course raised

THESES

Andrew Ciraulo, “’With Great
Power Comes Great Responsibility!’: How SpiderMan Was Transformed From
A Pulpy Crime Fighter Into
An Informative Educational
Tool.” Readers: Drs. DeRosa
and Rhett.
Cindy Coffey, “’Sink or Swim
with Ngo Dinh Diem’: Race,

THANKS:

A

2015

DEFENDED

Religion, and AntiCommunism in The Eisenhower Administration's Vietnam Policy.” Readers: Drs.
DeRosa and Rhett.
Cristen Piatnochka,
“Tailoring an Image: Fashion, Culture, and Identity in
18th-Century America.”
Readers: Drs. Parkin and

CELEBRATION

awareness of folk food
with a potluck meal held in
class (pictured below).
Students were asked to
bring a dish inspired by
traditional home cooking
recipes or recipes passed
down from generations.
Each student briefly discussed their dish before
we ate to provide the class
with perspective of how it
fit into our theme- a Folk
Thanksgiving Celebration.
It became apparent that
many of the recipes used
to prepare the food were
indeed recipes that had
been in students’ families
for many generations.
Examples of traditional

OF

family dishes based on
orally transmitted recipes
that we enjoyed included
paella, struffoli, Italian
cookies, a savory Italian
pasta and eggplant dish,
and pumpkin chocolate
chip dip.
Some students approached the concept of a
folk Thanksgiving from a
different perspective.
These students chose to
recreate dishes that were
part of the folklife portrayed in the Harry Potter
series written by J.K. Rowling. Lastly, Prof. Sansevere
brought in sweet potato
bread and apple jam inspired by interviews of

Veit.
Briana Thompson, “The
Scottish Highlanders: A
Viking Legacy.” Readers: Drs. Campbell and
Rhett.

FOLK

RECIPES

women raised in early 20th
century St. Mary’s City, Maryland tobacco farm country
that were recorded by St.
Mary’s College SlackWater
Center.
Even if only for a day, folklife
was resurrected at Monmouth University. As “food
for thought,” I would like to
close with a quote by pioneering folklorist Henry
Glassie from his book All
Silver and No Brass (1975).
“But the old tradition has
values that are not obvious.
When the old ways die, the
young do not know what they
are missing. They go through
life never quite satisfied with
the food they eat.”

THE

ZIOBRO

DELIVERS
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Professor Ziobro delivered
the keynote address at
Monmouth County’s 19th
annual Archives and History Day on Saturday, October 3rd. Sixty-two local
history organizations had
tables at the event, which
was open to the public.
In keeping with the event’s
focus on the 1910-1920
era, Professor Ziobro presented on Fort Monmouth,
Monmouth Country and
WWI.

Professor Ziobro poses with Monmouth County Clerk Christine
Giordano Hanlon at Monmouth
County’s 19th Annual Archives
and History Day this October at
the Monmouth County Library
Headquarters in Manalapan.

When America’s entry into
WWI led the Army to
search for land for additional Signal Corps Training Camps, investigation
led them to the site where
the old Monmouth Park
Racetrack and luxury hotel
had been. The Army
leased several hundred
acres of the tract that
would eventually be known
as Fort Monmouth from

PARKIN

Dr. Parkin takes the stage at the Corning Museum
of Glass in Corning, New York, this October.

ARCHIVES

Melvin Van Keuren on 16
May 1917 with an option
to buy. Notwithstanding
the desolation of the site
in 1917 – large parts of
which were overgrown and
infested with poison ivy –
it afforded the Army significant advantages: proximity
to Hoboken (a port of embarkation), proximity to the
passenger terminal in
Little Silver, some good
stone roads, and access
by water. The installation
was originally called
“Camp Little Silver,” based
merely on its location.
General Orders dated 17
June 1917 named LTC
Carl F. Hartmann the first
commander. The Army
renamed Camp Little Silver “Camp Alfred Vail” in
September 1917 to honor
the New Jersey inventor
who helped Samuel Morse
develop commercial telegraphy. By the end of

SPEAKS

Dr. Katherine Parkin
was invited to speak at
the 54th annual seminar at the Corning Museum of Glass, which
took place this October
15-16. The 2015 seminar theme, “Pyrex and
Material Culture,” complemented the Mus e u m ’ s
e x hibit, “America’s Favorite Dish: Celebrating a
Century of Pyrex.” The
exhibit themes included
personal connections to
Pyrex, advertising and

AT

DAY

KEYNOTE

1918, some reportedly
called it the “best
equipped Signal Corps
camp ever established
anywhere.” It served the
dual purpose of training
soldiers at the Signal
School and conducting
research in the Signal
Corps Laboratories. Several battalions trained at
the Camp deployed to
Europe in support of the
Allied war effort. Post war,
the Chief Signal Officer
authorized the purchase of
Camp Vail, and the Army
renamed the installation
“Fort Monmouth” in August 1925. The designation honored the soldiers
of the American Revolution who died in the Battle
of Monmouth Court House
in 1778. The base would
continue to serve the nation until its closure in
2011.

CORNING

MUSEUM

its role in the popularization of Pyrex, designing for the midcentury home, and
women and the professionalization of
home economics.

vertising shows about
the company’s understanding of American
women with her talk
entitle d,
“Seeing
American
Women
through Pyrex.”

Dr. Parkin, author of
Food Is Love: Food
Advertising and Gender Roles in Modern
America, was perfectly
suited to address not
just advertising and
its role in the popularization of Pyrex, but
also what Pyrex’s ad-

Congratulations, Dr.
Parkin! Stay tuned for
her new book, Driving
While Female: A Social
and Cultural History of
Women and Cars,
forthcoming with the
University of Pennsylvania Press.
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NEWS
Select New Classes
(proposed, pending sufficient enrollment)
“People and Cultures of
the Caribbean (Study
Trip to Jamaica).” Summer Session A, May 1320, 2016 (3 credits)
Tuition + $1200 Fee for
Room, Board, and InCountry Transportation.
Contact Dr. Veit for additional details.
“Sandy Hook Light Archaeological Field
School.” May 28-July 2,
2016 (Six Saturdays; 3
credits). Contact Dr. Veit
for additional details.
“Life’s A Beach.” Summer Session B. Contact
Dr. Bludau for additional
details.
“Ecological Imperialism.”
Summer Session C. Contact Dr. Rhett for additional details.
“Exploring History and
Heritage Sites.” Summer
Session D. Contact Professor Ziobro for additional details.
“The Historical Novel.”
Fall 2016. Contact Dr.
Campbell for additional
details.
“Introduction to Public
History.” Fall 2016. Contact Professor Ziobro for
additional details.
Awards

BRIEFS

AND

Annually, the New Jersey
Studies Academic Alliance accepts
nominations for
materials published in
the field of New Jersey
studies for its Author
Awards. The awards are
meant to recognize
works that reflect a new
understanding of New
Jersey's history and culture, demonstrate evidence of original research in the application
of New Jersey resources
and/or reveal new insights into a topic. We
are pleased share that
MA student Joseph A.
Grabas won the nonfiction popular category
for his book Owning
New Jersey: Historic
Tales of War, Property
Disputes and the Pursuit
of Happiness, Charleston, SC: The History
Press, 2014.
Congratulations to Professor Noah Lipman,
who won a 2015 Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation
Teaching Champion
Award. The Council for
Economic Education
recognizes excellence in
economic education by
honoring three outstanding educators from
the New York Metropolitan area with this award
annually. When not at
MU, Professor Lipman is
an 11/12th Grade
Teacher of AP Macroeconomics, AP American
Government and Politics, Law, and Economics

2015

ANNOUNCEMENTS
at Long Branch High
School, Long Branch, NJ.
Alumni News
Recent graduate Nora ElRehawy is working as a
Forensic Evidence Specialist at the Delaware
Division of Forensic Science under the Department of Safety and
Homeland Security. She
is responsible for the
intake and return of forensic evidence and
making sure that evidence is properly handled (bagged, sealed,
labeled, stored, etc
properly). She also testifies in court and attends
crime scenes when necessary.
Miscellaneous
On Monday, November
30th, our Western Civ. I
students gathered in
Pollak Theatre for our
annual Fall film. This
year, the movie was a
period piece titled Restoration, and it was set
during the reign of England's Charles II.
This semester, Mr.
Robert Kim visited Prof.
DeRosa’s First Year
Seminar, The Afghanistan & Iraq Wars, to discuss his service as the
Treasury Department’s
Deputy Attaché in Baghdad in 2009. Mr. Kim, an
attorney, also offered his
analysis of the current

state of the Iraqi government, Kurdistan, Iran,
and the struggle against
ISIS.
Our Fall 2015 Visiting
Exhibit came from the
Jewish Heritage Museum
of Monmouth County
and focused on Jewish
Farmers of Monmouth
County. The Spring 2016
Visiting Exhibit will be on
loan from the Monmouth County Historical
Association. Stayed
tuned to our social media for further details.
Our Visiting Exhibit case
is located on the third
floor of Howard Hall.
This September, the Department donated a
dozen boxes of books to
Better World Books. The
organization has re-used
or recycled over 216
million pounds of books
and raised over $18 million for global literacy
and local libraries. See
more at http://
www.betterworldbooks.
com/.
This November, Dr. Ken
Campbell published 2
new books: Western
Civilization in a Global
Context: Prehistory to
the Enlightenment,
Sources and Documents;
and Western Civilization
in a Global Context: The
Modern Age, Sources
and Documents. See
more at:

THE

NEWS

BRIEFS

http://
www.bloomsbury.com/us/
western-civilization-in-aglobal-context-prehistoryto-the-enlightenment9781472530332/
#sthash.HO7Wfwh7.dpuf
and
http://
www.bloomsbury.com/us/
western-civilization-in-aglobal-context-the-modernage-9781472523419/
#sthash.hWa7YMHb.dpuf.
Dr. Maryanne Rhett recently
published The Global History
of the Balfour Declaration:
Declared Nation. See more
at www.routledge.com/
products/9781138119413.
Dr. Walter Greason, together with Professors Bill
Gorman and Melissa Ziobro,
recently debuted a new
reader for our Department’s
HS 310 course, “Business
and Economic Development
of the U.S.” Titled, The
American Economy, Kendall
Hunt published it in December.
The Department was
pleased to welcome two
new anthropologists to the
faculty this Fall:
Dr. Hillary DelPrete, Assistant Professor of Anthropology, is a biological anthropologist with a
specialization in modern
evolution. Her teaching and
research interests include:
human evolution, human
variation, human behavioral
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ecology, and anthropometrics. She has amassed
skeletal data from four
identified skeletal collections in order to examine
change in pelvic measures
over the last two hundred
years to get a better understanding of pelvic
change through the course
of human evolution. In
addition, she is particularly
interested in how the modern skeleton continues to
change with changes in the
environment.
See more at:
http://
www.monmouth.edu/
school-of-humanitiessocial-sciences/
delprete.aspx
Dr. Adam Heinrich, Instructor of Anthropology, is an
archaeologist with a wide
array of research interests
and experiences which
allow him to bring crossdisciplinary methods and
perspectives to his research and teaching. His
main foci are in historical
archaeology and zooarchaeology with particular
interest in exploring historic adaptations to new
environments and developing market systems. Dr.
Heinrich also has extensive
experience working with
material culture, including
the use of GIS to identify
how artifacts can reveal
market connections across
colonial New Jersey and
the Hudson River Valley of
New York. See more at:

CONTINUED

http://
www.monmouth.edu/
school-of-humanitiessocial-sciences/Faculty/
aheinrich.aspx
The Department is preparing to launch a new Race
and Ethnic Studies Minor.
Stay tuned for additional
details!
You’re invited on a guided
tour of Russia and Poland
with Professor Thomas
Pearson June 25 – July 9,
2016. Visit Warsaw, Moscow, the Golden Ring
(Vladimir – Suzdal Bogolyubovo), and St. Petersburg. MU students
who attend may do an
independent study course
with Dr. Pearson in Summer 2016 with this trip as
the centerpiece. Please
contact Dr. Pearson
(pearson@monmouth.edu /732571-3534) or Cindy Bell in
the History and Anthropology Department
(ccbell@monmouth.edu /
732-571-3440) for more
information. A $200 deposit per traveler must be
paid by February 15, 2016.
Dr. Pearson is also directing and hosting
MU’s World Cinema Series this academic year. It
is titled "Crossing Borders,
Transforming Lives: The
Global Realities of Migration." The series is intended to provide a global
perspective on the various
aspects and human and
political issues related to
immigration/migration and

its impact not only on
those moving to new lands
but also on their families at
home and their new
neighbors. All films will be
shown at 7:30pm in Pollak
Theater. See a complete
listing at:
http://
www.monmouth.edu/
Events/Arts.aspx?
category=325
This past summer the Department was wellrepresented at The World
History Association's annual conference in Savannah, GA. Graduate student Andrew Ciraulo presented "Marvel
Comics and the Quest for
Social Awareness: A Brief
History of PSAs in SpiderMan Comics;" Adjunct Professor Daniel J. Simone
presented “Reaction, Rebellion, and the Rise of
American Motorsports,
(1911-1916);” alumnus
(now at Rutgers) Kevin C.
Young presented "At the
Crossroads of Empire and
Republic: Native American
Slaves in NineteenthCentury Cuba and Mexico;"
alumnus (now at NYU) Dylan Maynard chaired the
panel “Video Games in
World History;” and Professor Maryanne Rhett
presented "The WoW Factor: Race and Environmentalism in the World of Warcraft" and "Peace Be Upon
Him: Depicting the Prophet
Muhammad, a Historical
Consideration."

400 Cedar Avenue, West Long Branch, NJ 07764 / 732 532 3440
http://www.monmouth.edu/school-of-humanities-social-sciences/history-and-anthropology.aspx

It’s hard to fit all of our good news in one semisemi-annual newsletter–
newsletter– stay tuned to our social media so you don’t miss a thing!

Find us on Facebook! http://www.facebook.com/MUHistoryAndAnthropology
Follow us on Twitter! https://twitter.com/MUHistAndAnthro
Watch us on YouTube! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbTtNrv8heYoEMmr-ECASEw
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